




Detection of critical 
points during the 

Customer Journey, 
prevention and 

disinfection.

Review of the 
technological process 
and incorporation of 
new applications to 

minimize contacts and 
optimize processes.

Detection of 
Transformation 
Needs: product, 

service and 
communication.

Inclusion of the 
legal regulations 

of each country or 
region in the new 

standards

Formation and 
training 

of  our teams

































With the aim of catching up again, we launch a cooperation project offering a

Workspace with up to 15 individual meeting rooms during the next 3 months

as a courtesy for our guests. This program is called “Our People” and offers

you the right spot in the event you need a space to meet, to work or just feel

active; we will welcome you with a huge smile and treating you following the

highest safety and sanitization measures.

This project “Our People” has temporarily transformed an area of our

main lobby in a large waiting room where our Events team will meet you and

guide you to the Coworking space, with its incredible views to our pool

garden which seems like a large oasis in the very heart of Madrid. After

checking in and receiving our security briefing, we will show you the way to

your own working space…



1
Our track record of over 

60 years of leadership in 

the hotel industry, with a

team of professionals with 

a

demonstrated ability to 

adapt and satisfy the 

needs of our customers. 

3
The experience acquired by 

our teams in Asia , in

hotels converted into 

hospitals or residences for 

essential workers which

have not registered a single 

infection.

2
Total prioritization of 

protecting the health

of our customers, 

employees and partners,

rigorously applying the 

health and safety

4
Learnings from the direct 

involvement in drafting 

the new protocols

commissioned by the

competent authorities in 

Spain. 

.

5
The creation of new 

multidisciplinary teams 

led by the company's 

Executive

Committee

6
For working together 

with the most prestigious

partners in hygiene,

certication and 

technology that

guarantee the safety 

and protection of the 

health.

8
The creation of pilot 

hotels for training 

employees in the new 

reality and testing

safety, health, hygiene 

and social distancing

measures “in situ”.

7 9
The dimensions and 

spaces in our hotels

that allow us to 

provide services in 

line with the new 

requirement for social 

distancing and 

personal space

10
Innovation and digital 

transformation

that includes solutions 

that allow interactions

between customers and 

employees which 

guarantee their safety

Active listening with 

our direct customers

and intermediaries

(B2B

and MICE) through 

surveys and focus

groups where we 

explore and validate 

their vision.

.


